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WAHL 5-Star Barber Combo Pairs the
Powerful Legend & Hero Together with
Premium Design For Best Overall Value
Utilize Two of WAHL’s Top Tools to Perform Precision Cuts

Sterling, Ill. (April 25, 2016)
Wahl Professional introduces the new 5-Star
Barber Combo, featuring the Legend clipper
and Hero trimmer available in a premium new
black and gold look. The Barber Combo from
Wahl combines two essential tools for ease and
convenience, a sleek design and top mechanics
to deliver a barber duo that’s both modern and
mighty. The 5-Star Barber Combo is an ideal
upgrade for the barber-stylist ready to perform
superior cuts with endless possibilities.
As the name implies, what makes the 5-Star
Legend an exceptional tool is the extended blade
slide. This lightweight clipper comes with a unique
deep-tooth blade and extended lever that allows
for a greater cutting range for precision fading.
The Legend clipper is equipped with a powerful
v9000 electromagnetic motor, built to provide
continuous power for the busy user.
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“I use the Legend for tapering, fading and even clipper over comb,” says Master Barber
Rick Morin, Wahl Education and Artistic Team (W.E.A.T.) member. “The wedge blade and
extended lever makes the Legend stand apart from other tools, they’re something we
haven’t seen before.”
The wedge blade has “crunch blade technology” unique to the 5-Star line. The cutting
blade has a curvature that actually picks up the hair, allowing you to execute an even cut
every time.
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The 5-Star Hero trimmer is powered by a strong rotary motor and is equipped with a
t-blade for precision lining, edging and design. Achieve clean, crisp lines with this sleek,
yet sturdy trimmer intended for all hair textures.
“I use the Hero to start my initial line in a bald fade,” says Morin.
The Hero’s powerful motor helps remove the bulk and speed the hair removal when
performing a bald fade. Together, barber-stylists gain the Legend and Hero at an overall
better value than purchasing the two tools separately.
Any professional comfortable with their clipper techniques will benefit from the Legend
clipper and Hero trimmer.
“If you’d like to use the 5-Star Barber Combo but aren’t quite comfortable enough with
your clipper techniques, Wahl offers a variety of educational platforms nationwide to help
elevate your skill level,” says Wahl Director of Education Laura VanderMoere.
To see a complete calendar listing or learn more about the 5-Star Barber Combo, visit
www.wahlpro.com.

About Wahl Clipper Corporation
Since 1919, with the invention of the first practical electric hair clipper, Wahl Clipper Corporation has
been the leader in the professional and home grooming category. Today, with over 2500 employees
worldwide, Wahl is proud to carry forward the tradition of innovation and superior customer service
that was created by Leo J. Wahl. Headquartered in Sterling, Illinois, Wahl distributes to 176 countries
and has eight global manufacturing facilities as well as 25 sales offices. At Wahl, we are proud
of our heritage of excellence as well as our remarkable list of groundbreaking innovations for the
present and future for the global market. Visit www.wahlpro.com for more details.
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